Abstract-Due to the heterogeneity of the phenotype defined by Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) IV, it is not an optimal option to identify the genetic variation that underlies the risk for alcohol dependence (AD) and identifying subtypes of AD becomes an important topic. Traditional unsupervised cluster analysis and latent class analysis are the most commonly used methods to obtain the subtypes, but without the guidance of the genetic information, all these methods may lead to subtypes of little utility in genetic analysis. Recently, some multi-view co-clustering methods are proposed to ameliorate this drawback. However, these new methods did not take the missing values inside the data into consideration. To get around this limitation, we extended one of the multi-view methods to dealing with the missing values and clustering simultaneously. We applied this method to 2230 European-American sample and found that the well-known generic variant rs1229984 (in the ADH1B candidate gene) for the subtype is more significant than that corresponding to case-control association test. Finally, we verify it on the 1707 replication sample and find it significant, too.
I. INTRODUCTION
Alcohol dependence (AD) is a common form of substance dependence. The National Survey on Drug Use and Health reported that 139.7 million (about 44% of American populations) Americans aged 12 or older drank alcohol in the past month (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2015) . Excessive alcohol use is associated with an array of social, economic, and health costs [1] and will cause many social, legal, medical problems, thus it is a major public health problem in the United States. Thus, it becomes very important to explore the cause of AD. Identifying the genetic risk loci for AD attracted many researcher's attention in the past two decades [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Among these methods, association studies with candidate genes have been widely used for the study of complex diseases.
Candidate gene approach can be defined as the study of the genetic influences on a complex trait by: generating hypotheses about, and identifying candidate genes that might have a role in, the aetiology of the disease; identifying variants in or near those genes that might either cause a change in the protein or its expression, or be in linkage disequilibrium with functional changes; genotyping the variants in a population; and by using statistical methods to determine whether there is a correlation between those variants and the phenotype [4] . Compared with those methods relying onmarkers that are evenly spaced throughout the genome without regard to their function or context in a specific gene, candidate gene study focuses on genes that are selected because of a priori hypotheses about their aetiological role in disease. Candidate gene study makes full use of both the increased statistical efficiency of association analysis of complex disease of the phenotype, genes that are likely to be involved in the disease. As mentioned above, candidate gene study focusing on the possible genes make it practical and effective.
AD is a complex, common disorder. It typically varies in severity of symptoms and age of onset, which results in difficulty in defining an appropriate phenotype and selecting the best population to study. Such heterogeneity of individuals with AD has been recognized by both clinicians and researchers for more than 70 years. Just due to the heterogeneous characteristic of individuals with AD, it is not an optimal choice to look for the genetic variation contributing to the risk of alcohol use and related behaviors by using DSM-IV AD. Efforts to classify individuals with AD into subtypes has been a good choice to obtain homogeneous groups. Empirical subtyping methods are based on theories that emphasize the multifaceted nature of substance dependence and related behaviors [5] . Multivariate cluster analysis has been used commonly to subtype substance dependence [6] , [7] . However, these approaches have focused exclusively on the cluster homogeneity of the clinical features, rather than aiming to enhance the potential to identify specific genes that contribute to subgroup membership.
In this paper, we will adopt a multi-view bi-clustering method to consistently cluster the subjects across clinical view and candidate gene view. The clusters obtained will demonstrate homogeneous characteristic. Moreover, since it is obtained by clustering with clinical and candidate gene views simultaneously, it will enhance the potential to identify specific genes that contribute to these subgroups. To facilitate replicate the findings on these subjects (discover sample), we construct a logistic regression classifier to classify the new subjects (replicate sample) to give the subtype labels to them. For the traits derived from the subtypes on discovery and replication samples, we do the association test with Gemma [8] for a panel of genetic variants from 130 candidate genes.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Subjects
There are a total of 3937 European-American subjects including 2230 for discovery and 1707 for replication. Among the 2230 discovery samples, there are 1104 subjects from NIAAA and 1126 from GWAS. Among the 1707 replication samples, there are 400 from National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and 1307 from EXOME. These subjects come from family-based and case-control genetic studies of DSM-IV cocaine dependence, opioid dependence and alcohol dependence. Subjects are recruited at five sites: Yale University School of Medicine, University of Connecticut Health Center, University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine, Medical University of South Carolina and McLean Hospital. All the subjects involved the study are diagnosed as without schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, or gross cognitive impairment. The institutional review board at each site approved a study protocol and informed consent forms. Both the National Institute on Drug Abuse and NIAAA provided a Certificate of Confidentiality to protect participants.
The sample consists of 1586 unrelated individuals and 644 individuals from 247 small nuclear families. Within these families, there are 247 probands, 39 parents, 338 siblings and 20 other family members.
These subjects include more (1344, 60.49%) males than (881, 39.51%) females. A small portion of these subjects (286, 12.83%) are married; 1247 subjects (55.92%) are never married; and 697 subjects (31.26%) are separated, widowed or divorced. Few subjects (169, 7.58%) never went to high school; 707 (31.70%) subjects went to high school but didn't completed; 624 (27.98%) subjects completed their high school and got their diploma but didnt receive higher education; and 739 (33.14%) subjects received education beyond high school.
B. Assessments
The phenotype (clinical) features are produced by the Semi-Structured Assessment for Drug Dependence and Alcoholism (SSADDA), a computer-assisted interview that yields lifetime DSM-IV diagnoses of Axis I disorders and antisocial personality disorder (ASPD) [9] , [10] . SSADDA consists of 26 sections including AD. The test-retest and inter-rater reliabilities for SSADDA-derived diagnosed for SSADDA-derived diagnoses are fair to excellent both for lifetime SD disorders (κ=0.87 and κ=0.66, respectively, for AD) [2] .
C. Measures
The alcohol section of SSADDA contains 33 questions on behaviors related to age of onset, frequency, and intensity of alcohol drinking; attempts to reduce or stop alcohol; psychosocial and medical consequences of alcohol drinking; work and life problems caused by alcohol drinking; and alcohol abuse treatment sought, yielding 231 key variables, the majority of which are categorical. We adopted 104 key variables (see Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 ) to produce homogeneous subtypes.
Most (94) of the 104 key variables are categorical variables including 90 yes or no variables which can be one of these categories: yes, no, obligate no and missing and 4 other categorical variables which can categorize to 5 categories and some may be unknown. When the subject reports never had one full drink or never drank more than 3 times in a 24-hour period (lifetime), or never began to drink regularly and got drunk, SSADDA will skip out of the alcohol section and the subsequent items will be coded as obligate no or obligate missing. We made all the variables become binary variables which still include some missing values. Finally we formed 150 possible categories for the 104 key variables.
D. Genotyping
A total of 1536 markers including 1350 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) selected from 130 candidate genes and 186 ancestry informative markers (AIMs) were genotyped using the Illumina GoldenGate Assay platform (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA) for the 3443 subjects (including European American and African American). The AIMs were used to identify the stratification and assign ancestry coefficients and thereby identify each subjects primary ancestry. These 130 candidate genes were selected on the basis of their roles in functional domains important in the addictions and in the related phenotypes of anxiety and depression [11] .
E. Multi-view Bi-clustering Analysis
Recently, Multi-view data analytics aims to make the full use of the multiple views of data, and has attracted wide interests [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] . We extend a multi-view bi-clustering algorithm [20] to handling missing values and then apply it to the AD study. Multiview bi-clustering algorithm can obtain a consistent subject clusters across multiple views. In the AD study, the variables from the SSADDA alcohol section can be seen as phenotype view and the common SNPs from 130 candidate genes form another view. For the multi-view bi-clustering, we can see Figure 1 and refer to supplemental material.
For the multi-view bi-clustering algorithm proposed in [20] , we introduce an indicator matrix to represent whether the entries of the original data matrix are missing values and solve the problem similarly. 
F. Whole Analysis Workflow
Firstly, we apply the multi-view bi-clustering algorithm to the discovery sample to identify five mutually exclusive clusters. Since Group 1 and Group 2 have more men than women and were younger than other three groups, and further from the cluster's lifetime prevalence of substance use and psychiatric disorders in Tables I and IV and alcohol  characteristics in Tables III and VI , we can find that Group 1 and Group 2 have heavier alcohol dependences (especially Group 1 is the heaviest), thus in the subsequent we will focus on these two groups.
Secondly, we will train two logistic regressions for Group 1 and Group 2, respectively, to capture their quantitative traits, after which we do the association test with Gemma [8] and analyze the results.
Thirdly, we apply the two trained logistic regressions to the replicate sample to obtain two quantitative traits for the two subtypes. We also do the association test using Gemma [8] with the two quantitative traits as the phenotypes and analyze them. To make the process clear, the scheme of the workflow is provided in Figure 2 .
III. RESULTS
By applying multi-view bi-clustering algorithm to the discovery sample, we obtained five groups, as we mentioned before, we will focus on the first two groups and name them Group 1 and Group 2. Other group means the group includes all the subjects except that from Group 1 or Group 2. Then, for each of the two groups and other group, we showed the lifetime prevalence of substance use and psychiatric disorders for Group 1 (or 2) and other group in Table I or IV, the demographic characteristics for Group 1 (or 2) and other group in Table II or V, and the alcohol use characteristics, alcohol-related effects, and alcohol treatment history for Group 1(or 2) and other group in Table III or VI.
From Table II , we can find that Group 1 have more older, men, and lower educational level than other group. To make further analysis about Group 1, From the lifetime prevalence of substance use and psychiatric disorders (Table I) and alcohol use characteristics (Table III) we can see that the subjects in Group 1 usually drinks first at a younger age (12.53 vs 13.91) than other group. Group 1 have more people who drink more frequently (98.09% vs 73.50%) and also try to stop or cut down drinking (99.73% vs 67.06%). More people in Group 1 have alcohol-related effects, such as blackout because of drinking, too strong desire for alcohol to think other things normally, interfered with work, school, home life and the people near them object to alcohol drinking. Maybe just because of these, most of people in Group 1 have ever attended self-help group for alcohol drinking (89.89% vs 42.22%) or received treatment for drinking problem (80.33% vs 33.64%). Based on these characteristics of Group 1, we call it "heavy AD" group.
From Table V , we can find that Group 2 have more younger, men than other group. Further from the lifetime prevalence of substance use and psychiatric disorders (Table IV) and alcohol use characteristics (Table VI) we can see that the subjects in Group 1 usually drinks first at a younger age (12.92 vs 13.83) than other group. Group 2 have more people who drink more frequently (99.72% vs 73.35%) and also try to stop or cut down drinking (98.87% vs 67.43%). More people in Group 2 have alcohol-related effects, such as blackout because of drinking, too strong desire for alcohol to think other things normally, interfered with work, school, home life and the people near them object to alcohol drinking. Maybe just because the people in Group1 have heavier alcohol-related effects, they can not drop out of the AD situation, therefore, most people in Group 2 have ever attended self-help group for alcohol drinking (86.72% vs 43.12%) or received treatment for drinking problem (71.47% vs 35.61%). Based on these characteristics of Group 2 and compared with Group 1, we call it "secondary heavy AD" group.
After obtaining these groups, With the subjects in "heavy AD" group having label 1 and those in other group having label 0 and the entire phenotype view as features, we trained two logistic regressions. Applying these logistic regressions to the phenotype view of the discovery sample to get the response variable for those subjects in discovery sample. With Gemma, we do association test with response variable obtained for "heavy AD" trait and find that the genetic variant rs1229984 in candidate gene ADH1B is significant with p value 9.93e-9 for the "heavy AD" trait. To replicate this finding, we applied logistic regression to the replication sample to get the quantitative trait and then do the association test with Gemma and find that the genetic variant rs1229984 is still significant with p value 3.015e-3. We also did the association test with the case-control analysis on the discovery sample and find the genetic variant rs1229984 in candidate gene ADH1B is significant with p value 1.83e-8. Therefore, the subtype "heavy AD" trait found by our multiview bi-clustering algorithm improved the identification of genetic variants that underlies the risk for AD.
For the "secondary heavy AD" trait, we did similarly and find the genetic variant rs1229984 in candidate gene ADH1B is significant with p value 3.43e-8 with the output of the logistic regression as response variable, on replication sample, it is also significant with p-value 6.82e-4. However, for this trait, its p-value on discovery sample is higher than the case-control association test.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we extended the multi-view bi-clustering method by introducing an indicator matrix to deal with the missing values in the AD study data sets. This method can obtain a consistent subject clustering results across multiple views. For AD study, since the clusters are obtained based on both phenotype and candidate gene views, the subject cluster can link the phenotype and the candidate gene views together. Therefore, the subjects in these clusters may demonstrate high association between the phenotype and the candidate gene. That is, the subtype derived based on the clustering results may have high significant association with some candidate genes, which is verified by the experimental results.
We compared three traits (one is DSM-IV AD diagnosis while the other two are the subtypes based on the clustering results) for association analysis of the candidate genes related to substance dependence in European Populations. We got significant findings after correction for multiple comparison. Rs1229984 (in ADH1B) is significant associated with both AD diagnosis and the AD subtype of "heavy AD". Importantly, Rs1229984 is more significant associated with the AD subtype of "heavy AD" than that with AD diagnosis and the AD subtype of "secondary heavy AD", which demonstrates the effectiveness of the subtype obtained with our method. Moreover, we replicated the findings on the 1707 sample.
Some limitations still exist our current study, therefore, there are some interesting future works to further explore. Due to the fast development of genome-wide association study (GWAS), it is promising to apply our method to GWAS in future. Although we try our best to collect many sample in our study, we can figure out a collective method to aggregate existing AD subjects to improve this study. In addition, many multi-view clustering [21] works appeared in recent years, we can adapt some of them to our study.
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Supplementary
1. Never had even one full drink of alcohol 2. One or two drinks of alcohol cause you to flush or blush 3. The flushing or blushing kept you from drinking any alcohol on at least one other occasion 4. The flushing or blushing begin within the first few minutes after the first drink 5. One or two drinks of alcohol cause you to break out into hives 6. The hives kept you from drinking any alcohol on at least one other occasion 7. One or two drinks of alcohol cause you to feel very sleepy 8. Feeling very sleep kept you from drinking any alcohol on at least one other occasion 9. One or two drinks of alcohol cause you to have nausea 10. Having nausea kept you from drinking any alcohol on at least one other occasion 11. One or two drinks of alcohol cause you to have headaches, head pounding, or throbbing 12. Having headaches, head pounding, or throbbing kept you from drinking any alcohol on at least one other occasion 13. One or two drinks of alcohol cause you to have heart palpitations 14. Having heart palpitations kept you from drinking any alcohol on at least one other occasion 15. There was ever a time when you drank almost every day for a week or more 16. You ever became tolerant to alcohol 17. After you had been drinking for some years, you usually need 5 drinks (women)/ 6 drinks (men) or more to get an effect 18. After you had been drinking for some years, you usually need to increase 50% or more to get an effect 19. You ever found you could drink a lot more before you got drunk 20. After you had been drinking for some years, it took you 5 drinks (women)/ 6 drinks (men) or more to get drunk 21. After you had been drinking for some years, it took you increase 50% or more to get drunk 22. You have 3 or more times wanted to stop or cut down on drinking 23. You have ever tried to stop or cut down on drinking 24. You were always able to stop or cut down when you tried to 25. You have ever started drinking at times you promised yourself that you wouldn't, or you ever drunk more than you intended 26. You have ever continued drinking for more days in a row than you intended 27. The case of 25 or 26 happened 3 or more times 28. You have ever started drinking and become drunk when you didn't want to 29. You have ever given up or greatly reduced import activities while drinking-like sports, work, or associating with friends or relatives 30. There has ever been a period of several days or more when you spent so much time drinking or recovering from the effects of alcohol that you had little time for anything else 31. You have ever gone on binges or benders when you kept on drinking for 2 days or more without sobering up, except for sleeping 32. You neglected some of your usual responsibilities when 31 happened 33. You have ever had blackouts 34. In situations where you couldn't drink, you had ever such a strong desire for it that you couldn't think of anything else. 35. You have used alcohol 3 or more times while taking medications or drugs you knew were dangerous to mix with alcohol 36. When you were drunk, you drove ever a car, motorcycle or boat; use a knife, power equipment or gun; cross against traffic; climb or swim; or put yourself in any other situation where you might have gotten hurt. 37. You have ever been arrested for drunk driving 38. Your drinking and driving have ever resulted in your damaging your car or having an accident 39. Your drinking or being drunk or hung over often interfered with your work, school, household, or child care responsibilities 40. Your drinking ever resulted in objections from or problems with your family, friends, doctors, clergy, or people at work or school. 41. The experience in 40 happened 3 or more separate times in any 12-month period 42. You have ever lost friends on account of your drinking 43. The experience in 42 happened 3 or more separate times in any 12-month period 44. Your drinking ever caused you to have problems at work or school 45. The experience in 44 happened 3 or more separate times in any 12-month period 46. You ever got into arguments when you had been drinking 47. The experience in 46 happened 3 or more separate times in any 12-month period 48. Your drinking caused serious or repeated problems in any marriage or love relationship 49. You have ever been arrested or detained by the police even for a few hours because of drunk behavior (other than for drunk driving) 50. You have ever accidently injured yourself when you were drinking 51. Did drinking ever cause you to have any of the following or any other health problems: Pancreatitis, yellow jaundice, stomach disease, lover disease, memory problems even when you were not drinking, making your feet tingle or feel numb for many hours, damage to your heart, making you vomit blood or other physical health problems 52. Drinking has ever caused you emotional or psychological problems, like: causing any of the following for more than 24 hours and to the point that it interfered with functioning: 53. Drinking has ever caused you hearing things that weren't really there 54. Drinking has ever caused you seeing things that weren't really there 55. Drinking has ever caused you smelling things that weren't really there 56. Drinking has ever caused you feeling depressed or uninterested in things 57. Drinking has ever caused you feeling jumpy or easily startled or nervous 58. Drinking has ever caused you having trouble thinking clearly 59. Drinking has ever caused you feeling paranoid or suspicious of people
